history and film:

digital & transmedia revolution
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Instructor: Dr. Katherine (Katie) Morrissey
Pronouns: She/Her
Office: FA 422
Office Hours: Mon 10 AM - 12 PM, Wed 1 - 3 PM, and by
appointment. (Review protocol for Meeting With the
Professor)
Email: kmorrissey@sfsu.edu (Review class Email Policy.)
Office Phone: 415/338-6522
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This semester we will investigate the “digital and
transmedia revolution” currently playing out across visual
media. The introduction of digital tools and networks has
had a profound effect on media industries, practices, and
content. Collectively, we will consider: What influence are
transmedia logics and practices having on cinema? What
does it mean to be a movie viewer, participant, or user in
this media environment? How do emerging forms of
technology and creative expression complicate our
understanding of cinema?
This semester we will look at a range of media-- film,
television, interactive apps, websites, etc. We will
converse with media theory by incorporating it into our
own analyses of various media objects. Students will
develop effective and personalized methods for
engaging with media theory. Students will produce two
short essays and two transmedia analysis projects. Along
the way, we will use weekly check-ins and student-led
discussions to guide our conversation.
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regarding grades/drafts
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Instruction Methods
This is a reading-heavy and discussion-driven course. Our discussions build out of weekly
readings and media screenings. As an upper level course, students play a major role in
crafting our screenings, class activities, and discussions. Expect the course to be reading
heavy. Both readings and screenings will require careful reading/watching practices. Prior
to class meetings, students will be asked to read and reread; research theorists, terms and
concepts; and identify their individual questions/interests. In class, we will synthesize
readings and work through questions, as well as screen and analyze relevant media.
Learning Outcomes
●

Students will develop individual active/present viewing and reading practices for
engaging theory, screening media, and developing analyses of media objects.

●

Students will recognize key concepts and questions in media theory related to the
theme of “digital and transmedia revolution” Students will recognize the interplay of
technology, industry economics, and content and identify these intersections in their
own media research.

●

Students will recognize ways in which film and other media use their formats to
engage with broader questions about technology, culture, and society. Students will
develop their own analyses of media connected to the themes of the course.

●

Students will produce forms of writing and analysis common to cinema studies.
Students will conduct research and produce work that contributes to the discipline.
Students will articulate why their lines of inquiry matter and how their work is
relevant to cinema studies.

●

Students will deploy leadership and collaborative skills by guiding class discussions
and sharing insights and questions with the class.

texts and materials
Class readings will be uploaded to our iLearn course site. Feel free to save, print, or read
these materials online. However, you will always need to bring the readings with you to
class. Expect to spend significant portions of class time actively working with these readings.
Take some time to consider how you want to access these materials in class and choose an
option that allows you to take notes, annotate, etc. Readings are typically uploaded 2+
weeks ahead of time. If you ever need readings earlier, for any reason, please contact me.
Please note: You are responsible for testing files and ensuring you can open/access them
prior to deadlines.
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Class screenings (of films, TV shows, digital texts, games, apps etc.) are a regular part of this
class. In collaboration with me, your fellow students will be responsible for selecting the
media you work with over the course of the semester. Generally, any media you are
assigned will be screened in class. However, you may be asked to screen apps, games, or
other types of digital media outside of class. Also, active viewing requires both viewing and
reviewing. There will be times when you need to purchase/rent/borrow media for class and,
in particular, to work on class projects. Typically, it costs between $2-$20 dollars to rent or
purchase a film or TV show. Cost depends on which format you want the media in (DVD,
digital download, etc.).
Please note: You are responsible for planning ahead, testing files/links, and ensuring you
have access to the materials you need in order to complete work on time.
Important Captioning & Accessibility Note
Our class will look at different kinds of media. As a general policy, I work with SFSU’s
captioning service to caption any media assigned. However, when we look at apps, games,
and other types of digital media, some of these materials may be more accessible than
others. If you need or simply prefer captions– many of us do!– you’re welcome to talk with
me about arranging for supplementary materials/support for anything that isn’t automatically
captioned. Whatever the situation, let me know at the start of the semester, so we can plan
accordingly.

assignments & grading criteria
Final Grade Calculation
● Attendance & Participation 10%
● Discussion & Screening Assignments 20%
● Midterm Project 30%
● Final Project 40%
Grading and Assessment
With the exception of assignments marked “complete” or “incomplete,” all grading adheres
to a standard 100 point scale:

A

90% & higher (A+: 100-98; A: 97-92; A-: 91-90. Range applies to all levels.)

B

89 - 80%

C

79 - 70%

D

69 - 60%

F

59% or lower
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For a more extensive discussion of the types of work required to earn various grades, see
the Grading and Assessment Handout.
Attendance & Participation (10%)
Processing class material is a collaborative effort, it doesn’t happen in isolation. This means
discussion and collaboration are central to your development in this class. We want to hear
your voice! If you are regularly unprepared for class, do not participate, and/or miss
assignments this will start to seriously impact your understanding of class material and your
ability to contribute. Using technology in class for non-class related reasons will have similar
effects.
Participation is not just about being present and awake in class. Participation includes your
overall preparation for in-class discussions and activities, as well as your willingness to test
out ideas, share questions, and work with others. Your participation grade takes into account
all your contributions in class and on iLearn.
➔ Related Information: Review Class Attendance Policy.
Discussion & Screening Assignments (20%)
Each week of class, I will collaborate with a group of students to organize the week’s in-class
discussion. Everyone in the class will be responsible for two discussion and screening
assignments. Your group will give us background information about the material we’re
discussing, identify important ideas for discussion, and will assign media for us to screen and
analyze. Roughly 1-2 weeks before the assignment deadline, I will connect with each group
to help you plan and prepare. This assignment has two parts: 1) A collaborative prep activity
due the Thursday before class. 2) An individual 450 - 600 word response paper due the
Thursday after class (roughly 1.5 - 2 pages). Related extra credit options will be made
available during the semester.
Midterm (30%) and Final (40%) Projects
For the each project you have the option to create either a creative project or critical essay.
If you produce an essay, it will be 1500-2100 words long (roughly 5-7 pages).
All of these assignments and their components will be discussed in detail during the
semester. See the individual assignments for full details/requirements.
➔ Related Information: Review Work Submission Requirements and Late Work policies.

important class & university policies
Class Attendance Policy
Attendance is a critical component of the course. However, life happens. Everyone can miss
three classes, no questions asked. If you are sleeping in class or are more than 10 minutes
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late, you will not be marked absent, however, you will lose the participation credit for that
day’s class.
If you have serious and compelling reasons for missing additional classes, it will not affect
your grade. However, this needs to be determined on a case-by-case basis. In these
circumstances, you should contact me as quickly as possible to discuss the situation and
whether it qualifies as serious and compelling. If you miss more than three classes without a
serious and compelling reason, you will be able to remain in the class but I will not be able to
give you attendance and participation credit (10% of the final grade).
Work Submission Requirements
Most of your work this semester will be submitted on iLearn. Uploaded documents should be
in the .doc/.docx or pdf formats. If you have questions about converting files, please see me
or ask Information Technology Services.
Unless noted otherwise, all work in this class should be formatted using the MLA academic
style. If you are unfamiliar with the MLA style, you can consult the free Purdue OWL MLA
Formatting and Style Guide.
Late Work
I assign deadlines to keep everyone in the class on track and to help you succeed. However,
life happens. I’ve programmed in some wiggle room to help:
●

Given the nature of the discussion and screening assignment, it isn’t possible to do it
late. However, if you have a serious and compelling reason, talk with me about being
assigned a different week. Reassignments will be considered on a case-by-case
basis.

●

The midterm project has a 5-day window for late-submissions. Every 24 hours, the
project grade drops 10 additional points.

●

The final project has a 2-day window for late-submissions. Every 24 hours, the
project grade drops 10 additional points.

If you have a serious and compelling reason, you may be eligible for extensions. However,
this is determined on a case-by-case basis. In these circumstances, contact me as quickly as
possible to discuss the situation and whether it qualifies as serious and compelling.
Email
Part of my job is to help students prepare for professional careers. As such, our relationship
needs to be a professional one. When you email me, please format your emails accordingly.
If you haven’t written more formal or professional-style emails before, here’s a handy guide:
http://www.wikihow.com/Email-a-Professor.
During standard working hours (M - F, 9-5), I generally respond to emails quickly. However,
you should always receive a response from me in 1-2 working days. If you email outside of
standard working hours my reply may take longer.
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If you do not receive a reply 1-2 working days, email me again. It's rare, but occasionally an
email gets lost in the shuffle or stuck in a spam/junk mail filter. If it’s been more than 48
hours, it’s totally okay to send a follow up email.
I will frequently use email to contact the class. Make sure you have access to your sfsu.edu
email address and check it regularly, even on the days we do not have class. If you don’t like
to use your SFSU email, remember, you can set up your SFSU email to forward elsewhere.
Whatever method you choose, keep an eye on that SFSU.edu address. You don’t want to
miss an important email and goof something up.
Technology in the Classroom
Smartphones, tablets, and computers can be helpful learning tools. We will often use them as part
of our classwork. However, use common sense and make smart choices. You don’t want to
negatively impact anyone’s work or ability to participate. Turn off the ringers on your phones and
only use these tools for class-related purposes. It’s important that you are creating a space where
you and your peers can stay on track. If your devices are causing distractions, I may ask you to put
them away and/or leave the class.
Content Warning
During this semester we will be discussing a variety of subjects and looking at materials that may
represent beliefs and life experiences that are different than your own. The materials for this
course may contain adult material. It is important that we all approach these materials with
maturity and that we are respectful of each other’s views. If you have any reservations, for
whatever reason, about watching, reading, or discussing certain types of content, make sure you
contact me during the first week of class.
Accessibility
Students with disabilities who need reasonable accommodations are encouraged to contact the
instructor. The Disability Programs and Resource Center (DPRC) is available to facilitate the
reasonable accommodations process. The DPRC is located in the Student Service Building and
can be reached by telephone (voice: 415-338-2472, video phone: 415-335-7210), or by email:
dprc@sfsu.edu).
Student Disclosures of Sexual Violence
SF State fosters a campus free of sexual violence including sexual harassment, domestic
violence, dating violence, stalking, and/or any form of sex or gender discrimination. If you
disclose a personal experience as an SF State student, the course instructor is required to
notify the Title IX Coordinator.
To disclose any such violence confidentially, contact:
● The SAFE Place - (415) 338-2208; http://www.sfsu.edu/~safe_plc/
● Counseling and Psychological Services Center - (415) 338-2208;
http://psyservs.sfsu.edu/
● For more information on your rights and available resources:
http://titleix.sfsu.edu
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steps for success
Our Weekly Schedule
Use our typical weekly schedule to help you plan out your semester. My office hours are
Mondays 10am - 12pm and Wednesdays 1-3pm. Use these times to meet with me, bring
drafts, and ask for feedback.
Wednesday
Class Meets
Discussion of
readings &
screenings.
Office Hours
1-3pm*

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Work Days
Time for reading and research. (Short Term: Prep for next week’s class. Long Term: Ongoing
research and planning for major projects.)
Mondays: Office Hours, 10am - 12pm*
Fridays: Discussion Prep & Response Papers Due
*Good time for groups to meet with me or individuals to check in on course
materials/assignments.

If you need to miss a class:
● Make sure you still turn in all your work. You don’t want to lose assignment credit!
● All assignments are posted on iLearn. Look them up and make sure you’re prepared
for the next class.
● It’s not really possible for me to recap an entire class over email. Make sure you
speak with classmates to collect class notes and check on announcements.
● Consider coming to my office hours to review missed material and ask questions.
If you need to meet regarding grades/drafts:
I would love to meet with you to discuss your work. We both need to be prepared for these
meetings to be productive. Before we meet, please do the following:
1.

Try to give me a heads up if you want to discuss a lengthy draft. I may be able to
review the draft before you arrive.

2. Review the relevant assignment(s). This way the particulars will be fresh in your brain.
3. Take time to review the work you want to discuss. If it’s graded, review the grading
rubric and your feedback. Try to get a sense of what you do and don’t already know,
this will help guide your questions.
4. When possible, bring a copy of your work and your notes on it. Then, when I give you
feedback, I’ll be building on what you know, instead of repeating things you’ve
already figured out.
5. Try to bring a list of specific questions about the work and/or your plans to revise it.
Our meetings won’t be productive if you don’t prepare. Make sure you take the time to do
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this. Otherwise we may need to reschedule.
Also, keep in mind, grades are not negotiable. To be ethical and fair to everyone, grades
are determined based on how well you’ve met or exceeded the assignment requirements.
Typically, grades can only be adjusted if an error has occurred. For more information about
grades, see the Grading and Assessment Handout.
Dealing with technology:
● Make sure you’re testing out technology and troubleshooting issues ahead of time.
● If you run into problems with iLearn, contact iLearn Support ASAP.
● Leave yourself time to export/upload files. Exporting/uploading at the last minute
leaves you open to tech problems and missed deadlines.
● If you run into serious and unavoidable tech issues, contact me ASAP. Depending on
the circumstances, I may be able to work with you on a deadline extension.

important sfsu resources
LCA’s Advising Resource Center
The Advising Resource Center (ARC), in SFSU’s College of Liberal & Creative Arts, provides
multiple support services to students. At the ARC, you can get information about general
education, requirements for your degree, and about learning resources.
To get started, make an appointment by calling (415) 338-1486, emailing achieve@sfsu.edu,
or visiting HUM 112. ARC is open Monday–Friday 9am to 5pm.
Learning Assistance Center (LAC)
The LAC is a faculty-run tutoring center located in HSS 348. LAC offers tutoring in reading,
writing, math, sciences and study skills. Their tutors can help you develop your academic
skills, discover patterns and see connections between concepts, figure out what you know,
and what you still need to learn.
Due to their hours, LAC is often called the “daytime option” for academic support. LAC is
open Monday - Thursday 9 am - 4 pm and Fridays 9 am - 12 pm. To utilize LAC, visit HSS
348, call (415) 338-1993, email lac@sfsu.edu, or go to http://lac.sfsu.edu.
Campus Academic Resource Program (CARP)
CARP is a student-run academic support program that seeks to provide resources and
support services for students of all disciplines. CARP offers free tutoring and workshops for
all SF State undergraduates.
Due to their hours, CARP is often called the “nighttime option” for academic support. CARP
is open Monday - Thursday, 4 - 8 pm and Fridays 11 am - 2pm. To utilize CARP, visit HSS 344,
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call (415) 405-0971, email carp1@sfsu.edu, or go to http://carp.sfsu.edu.
iLearn Support
If you are having problems with iLearn, contact their help desk:
Hours: Monday through Friday, 8 am to 5 pm
Email: ilearn@sfsu.edu
Phone: (415) 405-5555
Text (SMS): (510) 545-3276 or (510) 5-ILEARN

Finally…
Remember that this syllabus and the course calendar are subject to some change over the course
of the semester. Always defer to the most recent version of the syllabus and course calendar.
These are kept current on our iLearn site.
Whew! Did you read all that? If so, now you’re ready to get started! ☺
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course calendar
Topic

Date

Assignments & Activities

Week of
1/30

Introduction to the Class

Convergence

Week of
2/6

TO DO: Discussion Leader Sign-ups (Due Wed)
READING: Jenkins, “Introduction,” Convergence
OPTIONAL EXTRAS: “Convergence? I Diverge.” & “The Cultural
Logic of Media Convergence”
SAT: G1 Discussion Prep Due (5PM)

From Mass to
Social Media

Week of
2/13

READING: van Dijck & Poell, “Understanding Social Media Logic”
OPTIONAL EXTRA: Gillespie, “The politics of ‘platforms’”
SAT: G2 Discussion Prep & G1 Responses Due (5PM)

Transmedia
Storytelling

Week of
2/20

READING: Jenkins, “Transmedia Storytelling 101” and Freeman,
“Contextualising Transmedia Storytelling”
OPTIONAL EXTRAS: Jenkins, “The Revenge of the Origami
Unicorn” (parts 1 & 2) and “Transmedia 202”
SAT: G3 Discussion Prep & G2 Responses Due (5PM)

Digital vs.
Narrative

Week of
2/27

READING: Manovich, “Database as a Genre of New Media” and
Aarseth, “Genre Trouble”
SAT: G4 Discussion Prep & G3 Responses Due (5PM)

Worlds

Week of
3/6

READING: Wolf, “Introduction” (excerpt) & “Transmedial Growth &
Adaptation”
OPTIONAL EXTRA: Aarseth, “The Culture and Business of
Cross-Media Productions”
SAT: G5 Discussion Prep & G4 Responses Due (5PM)

(Re)play

Week of
3/13

READING: Morton, “You must feel the Force around you!” and
Murray, “From Game Story to Cyberdrama”
SAT: G6 Discussion Prep & G5 Responses Due (5PM)

Week of
3/20

TUES: Project Presentation Materials Due (5PM)
READING: Jenkins, “Games, the New Lively Art”
IN CLASS: Informal Project Presentations
SAT: G7 Discussion Prep & G6 Responses Due (5PM)

Transmedia
Influences

Spring Break (3/24 - 3/30) - No Class on 3/27.

Week of
4/3

READING: Morton, “Panel to the Screen”
SAT: G8 Discussion Prep & G7 Responses Due (5PM)
SAT 4/6: Midterm Project Due (5PM)

Week of
4/10
Week of
4/17

READING: Mittell, “Narrative Complexity in Contemporary
American Television”
SAT: G9 Discussion Prep & G8 Responses Due (5PM)
Emergency backup week. No class currently scheduled.

Week of
4/24

READING: Cameron, “Contingency, Order, and the Modular
Narrative”
OPTIONAL EXTRA: Silvey, “Not Just Ensemble Films”
SAT: G10 Discussion Prep & G9 Responses Due (5PM)

Week of
5/1

READING: Askwith, “This Is Not (Just) An Advertisement”
OPTIONAL EXTRA: Dena, “Emerging Participatory Culture
Practices”
SAT: G11 Discussion Prep & G10 Responses Due (5PM)

Week of
5/8

READING: Manovich, “The Practice of Everyday (Media) Life” and
Shaw, “Dialectics of Affordances”
IN CLASS: Informal Project Presentations
SAT: G12 Discussion Prep & G11 Responses Due (5PM)

Week of
5/15

READING: Jansson & Fast, “Transmedia Identities”
SAT: G12 Responses Due (5PM)

Users/Audiences

Finals
Week

MON 5/20: Final Project Due (5PM)

If necessary, this schedule may be modified. Always defer to the “live” version on iLearn.
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